
The orbiTouch 
Keyless Keyboard
MSRP: $399

A traditional QWERTY keyboard is not an option for many people living with
physical or developmental disorders. Carpal tunnel syndrome, cerebral palsy,
arthritis and autism can have a devastating affect on an individual's ability to
interact with a computer.

The orbiTouch combines the functionality of a full ergonomic keyboard with an
integrated mouse. It requires no �nger or wrist motion to operate, giving users

with a limited range of motion the ability to type without the pain and



with a limited range of motion the ability to type without the pain and
discomfort normally associated with the activity.

Feature Overview

No �nger or wrist motion

A full 128 key keyboard replacement

Mouse mode can control the cursor

Compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux (iOS & Android with a cable
adapter)

USB plug & play, no software or drivers required

Type up to 40 words per minute

Hand-made in USA



No Finger or Wrist Motion
The orbiTouch is designed for anyone who has hand or �nger issues that keep
them from using a regular keyboard and mouse, or for those who want to type
more comfortably.

The keyboard was speci�cally engineered for people who have little or no use of
their �ngers or hands. Two sliding domes replace keys to minimize hand and
wrist exertion, creating a pain-free typing experience.

A Mouse & Keyboard in One
Sliding domes replace pressing keys to type letters and move the mouse cursor
without painful wrist movement.



All keys from a standard 128-key keyboard can be typed (even with boxing
gloves on).

How Does it Work?
Letters are typed by sliding the Left and Right domes into their corresponding
positions.

By moving the Right dome to a speci�c color, the Left dome can be moved in
any direction to type the letter with the matching color on the ring.

For example: moving the Right dome to the "orange" label, and the Left dome to
the left, the letter with the orange background, "A", will be typed.

To type "B" (with the yellow background), the Right dome is moved to yellow
and the Left dome is moved to the same position. "C" is green, and so on.




